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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, my name is Sara Cannon, and today I am sharing a bit about an Indigenous data sovereignty workshop that I was fortunate to be able to support, that was hosted by the Watershed Futures Initiative at Simon Fraser University.
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What is my role as a 
settler-academic 

working on unceded 
First Nations territory 

in so-called British 
Columbia?

How can settler and 
non-Indigenous 

researchers 
collaborate with 

Indigenous Peoples 
to empower 

Indigenous data 
sovereignty?

Photo via jonwmoore.org/gallery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to start by recognizing that I am a settler academic of Irish and Croatian descent, and like anyone in British Columbia, I live and work on First Nations territory – in my case, specifically the territory of the Musqueam, Tsleil-Waututh, and Squamish Peoples, all of which is unceded (meaning the Nations did not sign any legal giving the Crown government control over their lands). As a settler, I have benefited materially from settler colonialism in Canada and the United States.�This begs two important questions:Broadly, what is my role as a settler-academic working on unceded First Nations territory in so-called British Columbia?�Specific to this symposium, How can settlers and non-Indigenous researchers collaborate to empower Indigenous data sovereignty in an era of climate change and reconciliation?I don’t have definitive answers to these questions, but they have guided me through the process of working on the webinar that I will talk about in a few minutes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows just a few of the many reasons why there is a need for Indigenous data sovereignty.ClickFirst, environmental research is undergoing a paradigm shift, in which non-Indigenous people working in western science are increasingly recognizing that Indigenous Knowledge is vital for conservation. Scientists are appreciating and valuing Indigenous Knowledge, and thinking about how bringing together Indigenous Knowledge with western science can make salmon management and conservation efforts both more effective and just.ClickAt the same time, the open data movement in science is increasingly encouraging people to share data openly which overlooks that Indigenous peoples have to have control over how their data are used.Both of these things – along with additional pressures not shown here, are putting pressure on Indigenous knowledge holders,  who are understandably wary of external researchers who want to access their data and work on their lands and territories. Click Historically and today, non-Indigenous scientists and researchers have appropriated, mis-used, and mis-applied Indigenous knowledge and data.So collectively,Click colonial and unequal power dynamics between western-trained, non-Indigenous scientists, clickextractive research practices, and the increasing pressure from external researchers on First Nations and Indigenous knowledge-holders,Click all point to the importance and necessity of Indigenous data sovereignty. And there are several additional reasons why Indigenous data sovereignty is needed that I have not put on this figure, but have attempted to represent through these gray arrows. While what I’m going to talk about today is specific to First Nations in British Columbia, there are lessons here that may be useful for First Nations, Metis, and Inuit peoples across Canada, as well as Native Americans and Indigenous peoples globally.�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are existing principles about Indigenous data sovereignty, both within Canada from the context of First Nations, such as the principles of OCAP from the First Nations Information Governance Centre – which stands for ownership, control, access, and possession – and international, such as the CARE principles from the Global Indigenous Data Alliance, which stands for the collective benefit, authority to control, responsibility, and ethics. These principles, like the concept of Indigenous data sovereignty itself, originally arose in the context of research about socioeconomics and human health in Indigenous communities. But, these concepts can also be applied to environmental research as well.



Watershed Futures Initiative
Event website where you can download all the publicly-available reports and resources, and watch 
the case study videos: https://www.watershedfuturesinitiative.com/indigenous-data-sovereignty

• Addressing need to improve 
science and governance of 
cumulative effects in British 
Columbia’s salmon-bearing 
watersheds, by:

• Facilitating networking and 
connections

• Undertaking research
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m here today representing the Watershed Futures Initiative, which is led by Dr. Jonathan Moore and based at Simon Fraser University. The Initiative aims to address the need to improve science and governance of the cumulative effects threatening British Columbia’s salmon-bearing watersheds, through a two-pronged approach that brings together relationship-building and research.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.watershedfuturesinitiative.com%2Findigenous-data-sovereignty&data=05%7C01%7Csolson%40critfc.org%7C01df98e87fbe4e9606c708db4683d9da%7C5bd3117c7a694d9da8e7a429b43fd11c%7C0%7C0%7C638181304341638245%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=BUcRyPA%2FKIcL3Zx0g8SLUw1B3JsUOYYeuYyMz43nZME%3D&reserved=0


Indigenous Stewardship of Salmon Watersheds 
Webinar Series

• Webinar 1: June 2021, Cumulative effects and climate change
• Webinar 2: June 2022, Indigenous data sovereignty
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To fulfil its goal of relationship-building and facilitating networking and connections, the WFI has hosted a webinar series to highlight and explore Indigenous perspectives on improvements in the governance and management of cumulative effects in BC’s salmon-bearing watersheds.The first webinar was in July 2021 and provided a venue for First Nations knowledge-holders and technical staff to share and discuss their first-hand experiences of cumulative effects and climate change in salmon watersheds across BC. Contributors shared ideas and examples of key steps in the path forward to improve the agency of Indigenous Peoples.�The second webinar took place in June 2022, and built upon those previous conversations, to discuss the topic of Indigenous data sovereignty. The topic of Indigenous data sovereignty was selected by the participants in the first webinar.
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Supported by the Organizing Committee: Dr. Jon Moore, Dr. Nigel Sainsbury, Emma Griggs, Julian 
Griggs, Sara Cannon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The webinars were planned by a group of Indigenous leaders from across British Columbia, with the WFI organizing committee providing logistical support. This way the planning committee was able to focus on the speakers and themes, spreading the word and inviting people from First Nations to attend, and we were able to reduce the burden this work placed on them.



Taking Care of Knowledge, Taking Care of Salmon: 
Indigenous Data Sovereignty

June 2, 2022
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of Webinar #2 was to identify tangible action steps for First Nations, and implementable recommendations for external researchers working on First Nations territories, that would support the sovereignty and governance of Indigenous data related to cumulative effects and climate change in salmon-bearing watersheds.�This photograph was taken by Dr. Andrea Reid during her PhD research working with First Nations communities in British Columbia, and you’ll see a few more photos taken by Dr. Reid during her interviews with First Nations elders, later on in the presentation. 



Taking Care of Knowledge, Taking Care of Salmon: 
Indigenous Data Sovereignty

June 2, 2022

Watch at watershedfuturesinitiative.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The webinar was structured to combine case studies with small group discussions. The case studies were all recorded, and are all available on the watershed futures initiative website at bottom of the slide here, and I’d encourage you to check them out. Each case study shared diverse approaches to and examples of Indigenous data sovereignty and how it supports their Nations. 



Materials & Outputs

• Internal report for 
contributors

• Outward-facing report(s)
• Peer-reviewed journal 

article
• Toolkit with resources on 

Indigenous Data 
Sovereignty
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So through this webinar, the WFI provided a space for discussions about Indigenous data sovereignty -- but the organizing committee has also had an opportunity to practice Indigenous data sovereignty through creating written materials.Specifically, the organizing committee is currently working closely with the contributors to create these materials and to ensure that we follow the principles of OCAP and CARE that I briefly shared earlier. To this end, we first created a report for the webinar contributors, to consolidate and synthesize what everyone shared during the discussion groups. We have drafted the report and shared a draft with the contributors, so that they can review it and make comments, edits, and suggestions. We’re also working to create external-facing documents, for example a report or a peer-reviewed publication, that will aim to reach non-Indigenous researchers and policy-makers. All contributors are invited to participate in drafting these documents to whatever extent they wish.The organizing committee made a commitment to the contributors and to the planning committee, to ensuring that they can contribute, review and edit everything that is produced out of the webinar. These materials will likely require ongoing consultation and negotiation with the contributors, to ensure that they have full control over how their knowledge are shared.
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Kelly Foxcroft-
Poirier
Tseshaht Nation 
(Nuu-chah-nulth)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an image from Kelly Foxcroft-Poirier, who did a live graphic recording of all that was shared during the event. Kelly is from the Tseshaht  (TSay-shot) Nation, one of the 16 Nuu-chah-nulth Nations, on the west coast of Vancouver Island. We were fortunate to have her attend the webinar so that she could capture the discussions in this beautiful graphic. I know this is hard to see, so I’ll be zooming into different sections of the graphic in the next several slides.�In addition to Kelly’s graphic recording, we also had note-takers who recorded the conversations that took place during the small group discussions. �



Draft Steps for First Nations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve used this figure and the notes from the note-takers to draft steps that First Nations can take as they work to assert sovereignty over their data. These steps are emerging from collaborative work we’re doing with the webinar contributors, and I’m sharing them here because the contributors knew that these were meant or an external audience, but because they’re not finalized yet, and we’re working with the webinar contributors to review them, I’m requesting that you please not tweet these. Once the contributors have reviewed and approved them, we’ll share them publicly so that others may use them.



Draft Steps for First Nations

1. Determine who is responsible for granting permission to access data 
and/or First Nations traditional territories for research
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, Nations can start by determining who is responsible for granting permission to access data or territories. In British Columbia, this will require recognizing multiple authorities, for example both hereditary and elected leaders, and reconciling governance systems – which the contributors acknowledged is easier said than done. 



Draft Steps for First Nations

2. Create steps or policies for external researchers and/or neighboring 
Nations, for data sharing or accessing First Nations territories
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second, Nations can work to create steps and policies for external researchers and/or neighboring Nations wo may want to access data. These will vary depending on the needs of each Nation, but could include things such as research or data sharing agreements, and could include stipulations such as clarifying that the Nation holds legal rights and ownership over the data collected, or stipulating that the Nations require approval prior to publication.�



Draft Steps for First Nations

3. Establish a plan for data collection and/or monitoring
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Third, Nations can establish a plan for data collection or monitoring. Most of the contributors shared that their Nations were already collecting data, but largely to support external agencies or funders and not for their own use. If Nations were not restricted in what they could collect by these external requirements, they would likely collect different data or use different methodologies. Creating a plan, even if it is not something they are able to put into practice immediately, could be useful for establishing future goals about what data would support their stewardship decisions.



Draft Steps for First Nations

4. Build capacity and secure funding for managing Indigenous data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nations can work to build capacity and secure funding for managing Indigenous data. The workshop contributors shared ideas for how they could support their Nations and each other while working towards this goal.



Draft Steps for First Nations

5. Consider using outside tools to help manage data (such as third-party 
storage sites or applications)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the meantime, Nations may be able to use outside tools as they are working towards building the capacity to manage data independently. For example, some contributors shared that their Nations are using third-party data storage sites or applications such as TrailMark or Community Knowledge Keeper to manage data until the Nations can manage them inhouse.



Draft Steps for First Nations

6. Create tools to support data collection, management, and dissemination 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eventually, Nations will need to create tools that would support data collection, management, and dissemination, for example online data hubs or mobile applications. Some Nations already have created these resources and may be able to share ideas and experiences with others. �



Draft Steps for First Nations

7. Consider methods that could maintain ownership and control over 
Indigenous data 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nations may also want to consider additional steps to further safeguard their data. ��For example, copyrighting data using Traditional Knowledge labels may provide legal recourse if data are used inappropriately. Alternatively, retaining data in formats that are only accessible to people within the Nation may also prevent its misuse (for example, recording interviews in Indigenous languages). 



1. Determine who is responsible for granting permission
2. Create steps or policies for sharing
3. Establish a plan for data collection/monitoring
4. Build capacity and secure funding for managing Indigenous data
5. Consider using outside tools to help manage data 
6. Create tools to support data collection, management, and dissemination 
7. Consider methods that could maintain ownership and control over 

Indigenous data 
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Photo by Andrea Reid

Draft Steps for First Nations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these steps come from the webinar contributors who again, were First Nations knowledge-holders or technical staff. They are not meant to be all-inclusive; there are additional steps that could happen in between and in addition to these. All of the webinar contributors were clear that there will never be a single one-sized-fits-all approach, because each Nation is different and has unique needs and goals.Also, none of these steps are easy, which highlights that for Nations to successfully assert data sovereignty will be a time consuming and ongoing process. �



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
External researchers working on Indigenous territories have a responsibility to recognize and support Indigenous data sovereignty. The webinar contributors made several recommendations that non-Indigenous scientists and policymakers can refer to, although again, these are still developing through the collaborative process of creating materials with the webinar contributors, and are subject to change. 



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers

1. Before doing anything else, educate yourself
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First and foremost, folks who are not Indigenous should take the time to learn about proper and respectful ways to approach and engage First Nations, for example by reading about Indigenous data sovereignty and familiarizing yourself with existing tools for supporting Indigenous data sovereignty (including OCAP and the CARE Principles), reviewing guidelines and frameworks that support engagement with First Nations communities, and do some self reflection to ensure that you have good reasons and intentions for working with First Nations. It is especially important that non-Indigenous researchers understand that Nations have historical and ongoing reasons for being wary of external researchers. Having a preliminary understanding of these reasons is important to avoid making the same mistakes. 



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers

2. Engage with the Nation(s) before planning a research or 
monitoring project
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
External researchers should engage with the Nations whose territory they will be working on before planning a research or monitoring project. Nations should have the opportunity to engage with external researchers if they wish, to ensure that the knowledge produced is useful to them. This may require negotiation and consultation that occurs well in advance of a research project, so it is important to do this as far in advance as possible.



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers

3. Be transparent
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being transparent is an integral part of building trusting relationships with First Nations. For example, it's important to be clear about how external researchers benefit from their projects.Building trust takes time and may not be feasible in the short to medium term because of harmful resarch practices and experiences, but being transparent can go a long way towards signaling that you are being honest with the Nations about your intentions.



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers

4. If the Nation chooses to collaborate, researchers should 
consider ways to co-produce knowledge and outputs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the Nation decides they would like to collaborate with a given researcher or project, the researchers should consider ways to co-produce the knowledge and outputs. This should ensure that the Nations are involved through all steps of the project, again, if they choose to collaborate. Co-producing knowledge can also help to build capacity for community members who may want to collect and manage data in the future. 



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers

5. Find ways to redirect funding and resources to First Nations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
External researchers can also find ways to redirect funding and resources to Nations. While securing long-term funding for First Nations may be outside of the power of an individual researcher, contributors shared that allies in universities and external governments can and have stepped outside the box to get creative in redirecting resources to the Nations. For example, by paying community members who support the research project at the same rate as external consultants and “experts”, they can also support capacity-building and facilitate greater participation from First Nations peoples in the research.However, if a researcher does provide funding, that does not give them ownership over the data; external researchers are still responsible to the Nations and knowledge-holders in how they use those data, regardless of where funding comes from. 



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers

6. Do the heavy lifting 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
External researchers can also do the heavy lifting, for example by providing a draft of a data sharing agreement in advance. Many Nations have data sharing agreements already, while others do not – but regardless, it is important to understand that Nations are struggling to manage an influx of requests on their time. Even if those requests are aiming to support First Nations communities, they still require significant efforts for the Nations who are processing and responding to them. Doing some preliminary research on the Nation and providing a template agreement in advance may help to reduce the burdens on First Nations collaborators, but external researchers must defer to the Nation to finalize those agreements and recognize that they may require ongoing negotiation and consultation.



Draft Recommendations for External 
Researchers

7. Provide and support access to technology and/or lab space, 
with training for using those spaces
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, some contributors shared that they have had to find their own ways for processing data and accessing resources for analyses, because they did not have access to tools or laboratory spaces. Researchers who do have access to those resources can help to process data and/or find ways to share lab space and equipment with First Nations, so that they have the tools necessary to conduct their own research. They can also provide training opportunities to help First Nations build capacity for using western scientific methodologies.



Draft Recommendations for 
External Researchers

1. Educate yourself (including 
familiarity with existing data 
sovereignty principles like 
OCAP™ and CARE)

2. Engage with Nation(s) in advance
3. Be transparent
4. Consider how to co-produce 

knowledge and outputs
5. Redirect funding and resources to 

First Nations
6. Do the heavy lifting
7. Provide/support access to 

technology and/or lab space 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, collectively, these recommendations will hopefully provide guidance for non-Indigenous researchers who are working on First Nations territories, so that they can support Indigenous data sovereignty. ��I also want to re-emphasize that these are draft recommendations and may change; they are based largely on the notes taken during the discussion groups and we are currently in the process of reviewing them with our collaborators. 



Conclusions

• Indigenous Knowledge is critical for 
Indigenous Peoples re-establishing 
control of salmon watersheds

• Indigenous Data Sovereignty is vital to:
• Prevent misuse of Indigenous knowledge
• Support Indigenous sovereignty and 

stewardship
• Manage cumulative effects in salmon-

bearing watersheds
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indigenous knowledge is invaluable and irreplaceable, and knowledge about salmon systems has been held and passed down through generations by First Nations Peoples in BC, who have used this knowledge to sustainably steward salmon systems for millennia. Compiling, managing, and using Indigenous knowledge is therefore a critical ingredient for Indigenous Peoples re-establishing control of salmon watersheds within their territories. However, colonial research approaches continue to limit First Nations’ ability to advance Indigenous data sovereignty; non-Indigenous researchers have stolen, ignored, collected without consent, and mis-interpreted Indigenous knowledge in many ways that negatively impact Indigenous Peoples. Indigenous data sovereignty is integral for addressing and preventing misuse of Indigenous knowledge, supporting Indigenous sovereignty and stewardship of their resources, and for successfully and equitably managing cumulative effects in salmon-bearing watersheds. 



Thank you!

Thanks especially to:
• Webinar Contributors
• Planning Committee Members
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Foundation
• Liber Ero
• The Sitka Foundation
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